In the review IRG1875 submitted by SUZUKI Toshiya, Vietnam agrees and supports to the proposal in the document and would like to make clear our position as following:

1. The radicals for Vietnam's submitted characters are compiled by Chu Nom experts and are quite common and accepted in Vietnam context, radicals belong the meaning part of each character. Nom experts will question with any changing their opinions if without satisfied reasons.

2. Vietnam delegation can accept the change of the radicals for some chu Nom characters which could be unified with other characters from other submitters, considering as a main reasons for explaining the changes and Vietnamese Nom experts agree also for the changes.

3. For some Nom characters belongs only V-source, if IRG has some resolutions or rules about the requests for changing radicals, Vietnam could follow it and consider it as the main reasons for the changes.

4. If there is no such rules, Vietnam disagrees to change radicals for questioned characters. We don't find any reasons for explaining to Nom experts about the changes.

So we would like to hear from IRG about the discussion on this matter.

(end of document)